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Appendix A: Minkowski Period Sequences
Table 0. IDs for Minkowski period sequences. The period sequences are sorted lexicographically.
Period sequence ID Period sequence ID Period sequence ID Period sequence ID
1, 0, 0, 0, 24, 0, 0, 0, 2520, 0, 0,. . . 1 1, 0, 4, 24, 60, 720, 3640, 21840,. . . 43 1, 0, 8, 30, 240, 1740, 13130,. . . 85 1, 0, 20, 96, 1236, 11100, 122240,. . . 127
1, 0, 0, 6, 24, 0, 90, 1260, 2520,. . . 2 1, 0, 4, 24, 132, 780, 5800, 40320,. . . 44 1, 0, 8, 30, 240, 1920, 13490,. . . 86 1, 0, 20, 96, 1428, 14160, 179120,. . . 128
1, 0, 0, 12, 0, 0, 540, 0, 0, 33600,. . . 3 1, 0, 6, 0, 90, 0, 1860, 0, 44730, 0,. . . 45 1, 0, 8, 36, 288, 2220, 18260,. . . 87 1, 0, 20, 102, 1188, 11400, 117290,. . . 129
1, 0, 0, 12, 24, 0, 540, 2520, 2520,. . . 4 1, 0, 6, 0, 114, 0, 2940, 0, 87570,. . . 46 1, 0, 10, 24, 318, 1680, 16300,. . . 88 1, 0, 20, 102, 1236, 11640, 125210,. . . 130
1, 0, 0, 18, 24, 0, 1350, 3780, 2520,. . . 5 1, 0, 6, 6, 90, 180, 1950, 5460,. . . 47 1, 0, 10, 24, 366, 1800, 20620,. . . 89 1, 0, 20, 102, 1284, 12180, 136010,. . . 131
1, 0, 2, 0, 6, 60, 20, 840, 70, 7560,. . . 6 1, 0, 6, 6, 90, 240, 1950, 8400,. . . 48 1, 0, 10, 30, 270, 1620, 11710,. . . 90 1, 0, 20, 108, 1284, 12720, 139340,. . . 132
1, 0, 2, 0, 30, 0, 380, 0, 5950, 0,. . . 7 1, 0, 6, 6, 114, 240, 3030, 9660,. . . 49 1, 0, 10, 30, 270, 1860, 13510,. . . 91 1, 0, 20, 114, 1380, 14340, 164630,. . . 133
1, 0, 2, 0, 30, 60, 380, 840, 5950,. . . 8 1, 0, 6, 12, 90, 360, 2040, 10500,. . . 50 1, 0, 10, 30, 294, 1620, 13150,. . . 92 1, 0, 20, 132, 1572, 18120, 221420,. . . 134
1, 0, 2, 0, 54, 120, 740, 1680,. . . 9 1, 0, 6, 12, 90, 420, 2040, 12600,. . . 51 1, 0, 10, 30, 294, 1680, 13510,. . . 93 1, 0, 20, 132, 1812, 21720, 289100,. . . 135
1, 0, 2, 6, 6, 120, 110, 1260, 5110,. . . 10 1, 0, 6, 12, 90, 420, 2040, 13020,. . . 52 1, 0, 10, 30, 318, 1740, 15310,. . . 94 1, 0, 22, 96, 1434, 12480, 148900,. . . 136
1, 0, 2, 6, 30, 60, 470, 1680, 7630,. . . 11 1, 0, 6, 12, 90, 420, 2400, 13860,. . . 53 1, 0, 10, 30, 318, 2040, 17470,. . . 95 1, 0, 22, 108, 1530, 14760, 178240,. . . 137
1, 0, 2, 6, 30, 120, 470, 2520,. . . 12 1, 0, 6, 12, 90, 480, 2400, 16800,. . . 54 1, 0, 10, 36, 270, 1980, 13240,. . . 96 1, 0, 22, 126, 1722, 18780, 236470,. . . 138
1, 0, 2, 6, 54, 180, 830, 4620,. . . 13 1, 0, 6, 12, 114, 360, 3120, 12600,. . . 55 1, 0, 10, 36, 294, 2040, 15040,. . . 97 1, 0, 22, 174, 2514, 34200, 501070,. . . 139
1, 0, 2, 12, 6, 120, 560, 840, 10150,. . . 14 1, 0, 6, 12, 114, 420, 3120, 15540,. . . 56 1, 0, 10, 36, 318, 2160, 17200,. . . 98 1, 0, 24, 0, 2520, 0, 369600, 0,. . . 140
1, 0, 2, 12, 6, 180, 560, 1680,. . . 15 1, 0, 6, 12, 114, 480, 3480, 19320,. . . 57 1, 0, 10, 36, 366, 2640, 23320,. . . 99 1, 0, 24, 120, 1896, 19200, 255480,. . . 141
1, 0, 2, 12, 30, 120, 920, 3360,. . . 16 1, 0, 6, 12, 114, 540, 3480, 22680,. . . 58 1, 0, 10, 42, 342, 2640, 21250,. . . 100 1, 0, 24, 156, 2280, 27960, 387060,. . . 142
1, 0, 2, 12, 30, 180, 920, 4200,. . . 17 1, 0, 6, 12, 138, 480, 4560, 21840,. . . 59 1, 0, 10, 42, 414, 3300, 29890,. . . 101 1, 0, 24, 192, 2904, 40320, 611520,. . . 143
1, 0, 2, 12, 54, 240, 1280, 7560,. . . 18 1, 0, 6, 12, 138, 540, 4200, 23520,. . . 60 1, 0, 10, 48, 390, 3240, 27820,. . . 102 1, 0, 26, 216, 3582, 54480, 874700,. . . 144
1, 0, 2, 18, 30, 240, 1730, 5880,. . . 19 1, 0, 6, 18, 90, 540, 2850, 16380,. . . 61 1, 0, 10, 48, 438, 3720, 33940,. . . 103 1, 0, 28, 216, 3516, 49680, 783640,. . . 145
1, 0, 2, 18, 54, 300, 2090, 10500,. . . 20 1, 0, 6, 18, 90, 600, 2850, 18900,. . . 62 1, 0, 10, 60, 510, 4920, 47080,. . . 104 1, 0, 32, 246, 4224, 61080, 998330,. . . 146
1, 0, 2, 18, 102, 420, 2810, 21000,. . . 21 1, 0, 6, 18, 90, 660, 2850, 21840,. . . 63 1, 0, 10, 66, 558, 5400, 54010,. . . 105 1, 0, 32, 312, 5520, 91680, 1651640,. . . 147
1, 0, 2, 36, 198, 840, 9200, 79800,. . . 22 1, 0, 6, 18, 114, 660, 3930, 25620,. . . 64 1, 0, 12, 0, 540, 0, 33600, 0,. . . 106 1, 0, 36, 348, 6516, 110880, 2069820,. . . 148
1, 0, 4, 0, 36, 60, 400, 1680, 4900,. . . 23 1, 0, 6, 18, 114, 720, 4290, 28980,. . . 65 1, 0, 12, 30, 396, 2160, 20370,. . . 107 1, 0, 44, 528, 11292, 228000,. . . 149
1, 0, 4, 0, 60, 0, 1120, 0, 24220, 0,. . . 24 1, 0, 6, 18, 138, 720, 5010, 32340,. . . 66 1, 0, 12, 36, 420, 2700, 24420,. . . 108 1, 0, 48, 600, 13176, 276480,. . . 150
1, 0, 4, 0, 60, 60, 1120, 1680,. . . 25 1, 0, 6, 18, 138, 780, 5370, 36120,. . . 67 1, 0, 12, 36, 564, 3600, 41700,. . . 109 1, 0, 54, 492, 10122, 164160,. . . 151
1, 0, 4, 6, 36, 120, 490, 2520, 8260,. . . 26 1, 0, 6, 24, 138, 960, 6180, 43680,. . . 68 1, 0, 12, 42, 468, 3360, 31350,. . . 110 1, 0, 54, 510, 10170, 168840,. . . 152
1, 0, 4, 6, 36, 180, 490, 3780,. . . 27 1, 0, 6, 24, 138, 1080, 6540, 50400,. . . 69 1, 0, 12, 48, 540, 4320, 42240,. . . 111 1, 0, 54, 528, 10698, 184320,. . . 153
1, 0, 4, 6, 36, 180, 490, 4200,. . . 28 1, 0, 6, 24, 162, 1080, 7620, 55440,. . . 70 1, 0, 12, 54, 540, 4620, 43770,. . . 112 1, 0, 54, 672, 15642, 336960,. . . 154
1, 0, 4, 6, 60, 120, 1210, 3360,. . . 29 1, 0, 6, 30, 138, 1260, 7710, 57960,. . . 71 1, 0, 12, 60, 636, 5760, 58620,. . . 113 1, 0, 56, 492, 10536, 168600,. . . 155
1, 0, 4, 6, 60, 180, 1210, 5040,. . . 30 1, 0, 6, 30, 186, 1380, 10230, 78540,. . . 72 1, 0, 14, 48, 594, 4200, 41900,. . . 114 1, 0, 56, 528, 11112, 189180,. . . 156
1, 0, 4, 6, 60, 180, 1210, 5460,. . . 31 1, 0, 6, 30, 210, 1440, 11310, 87780,. . . 73 1, 0, 14, 48, 642, 4680, 49820,. . . 115 1, 0, 58, 600, 13182, 247440,. . . 157
1, 0, 4, 12, 36, 240, 940, 4200,. . . 32 1, 0, 6, 48, 282, 2400, 22020,. . . 74 1, 0, 14, 60, 666, 5640, 56120,. . . 116 1, 0, 66, 816, 20214, 449640,. . . 158
1, 0, 4, 12, 36, 240, 940, 4620,. . . 33 1, 0, 8, 0, 216, 0, 8000, 0, 343000,. . . 75 1, 0, 14, 66, 762, 6960, 73490,. . . 117 1, 0, 68, 960, 28116, 689040,. . . 159
1, 0, 4, 12, 36, 300, 940, 6300,. . . 34 1, 0, 8, 12, 168, 600, 5300, 27720,. . . 76 1, 0, 14, 72, 882, 8400, 95180,. . . 118 1, 0, 78, 1320, 37746, 1051920,. . . 160
1, 0, 4, 12, 36, 360, 940, 8400,. . . 35 1, 0, 8, 12, 192, 600, 6740, 30240,. . . 77 1, 0, 14, 84, 930, 9720, 108680,. . . 119 1, 0, 90, 1518, 46086, 1327320,. . . 161
1, 0, 4, 12, 60, 240, 1660, 6720,. . . 36 1, 0, 8, 12, 216, 720, 8540, 42000,. . . 78 1, 0, 14, 108, 1074, 13440, 154760,. . . 120 1, 0, 104, 1752, 56424, 1677120,. . . 162
1, 0, 4, 12, 60, 300, 1660, 8820,. . . 37 1, 0, 8, 18, 168, 840, 5750, 37380,. . . 79 1, 0, 16, 72, 912, 8280, 91600,. . . 121 1, 0, 152, 3840, 157656, 6428160,. . . 163
1, 0, 4, 12, 60, 360, 1660, 10920,. . . 38 1, 0, 8, 18, 168, 900, 6110, 42000,. . . 80 1, 0, 16, 90, 1104, 11460, 133990,. . . 122 1, 0, 396, 17616, 1217052, 85220640,. . . 164
1, 0, 4, 12, 84, 360, 2380, 13440,. . . 39 1, 0, 8, 18, 192, 960, 7550, 49980,. . . 81 1, 0, 18, 84, 1446, 12960, 186840,. . . 123 1, 0, 1944, 215808, 35295192,. . . 165
1, 0, 4, 12, 84, 420, 2380, 15120,. . . 40 1, 0, 8, 24, 192, 1200, 8360, 60900,. . . 82 1, 0, 18, 120, 1566, 18360, 237060,. . . 124
1, 0, 4, 18, 60, 480, 2470, 14280,. . . 41 1, 0, 8, 24, 216, 1320, 10160, 74760,. . . 83 1, 0, 20, 96, 1188, 10860, 114320,. . . 125
1, 0, 4, 18, 84, 540, 3190, 20160,. . . 42 1, 0, 8, 24, 240, 1440, 11960, 89040,. . . 84 1, 0, 20, 96, 1236, 10800, 119360,. . . 126
18
19
Appendix B: Mutations Between Minkowski Polynomials
How To Read These Tables
A typical table row is shown in Figure 0 below. The entry f is a Laurent polynomial in variables x, y, and z. Its Newton polytope Newt(f) is the
three-dimensional reflexive polytope with ID equal to k in the Graded Ring Database. The expressions α1, β1, and γ1 are rational functions in x, y,
and z, and there is a mutation φ : (x, y, z) 7→ (α1, β1, γ1) which relates f to the Laurent polynomial g1 with ID l1 in the same table. Thus evaluating
f(α1, β1, γ1) yields g1. Similarly, there is a mutation ψ : (x, y, z) 7→ (α2, β2, γ2) which relates f to the Laurent polynomial g2 with ID l2 in the same
table: evaluating f(α2, β2, γ2) yields g2.




k f l1 : (α1, β1, γ1)






Figure 0. A typical table row
Bucket 1
Bucket 1 consists of a single Laurent polynomial:
f = x+ y + z +
1
xyz
The Newton polytope of f has reflexive ID 1.
Bucket 2




+ y + z +
1
xy












Figure 3. Mutations between Minkowski polynomials in bucket 3
Table 3. Laurent polynomials and selected mutations for bucket 3.
Node Laurent polynomial Mutations from Figure 3a






























(a) A spanning tree consisting of width-2 mutations
2314
(b) All mutations
Figure 4. Mutations between Minkowski polynomials in bucket 4
Table 4. Laurent polynomials and selected mutations for bucket 4.
Node Laurent polynomial Mutations from Figure 4a






































Figure 5. Mutations between Minkowski polynomials in bucket 5
Table 5. Laurent polynomials and selected mutations for bucket 5.
Node Laurent polynomial Mutations from Figure 5a

















55 x+ y + y
z







































+ x+ y + z +
1
x
The Newton polytope of f has reflexive ID 8.
Bucket 7
426
(a) A spanning tree consisting of width-2 mutations
426
(b) All mutations are of width 2
Figure 7. Mutations between Minkowski polynomials in bucket 7
Table 7. Laurent polynomials and selected mutations for bucket 7.
Node Laurent polynomial Mutations from Figure 7a
6 x+ x
yz


































(a) A spanning tree consisting of width-2 mutations
27
177
(b) All mutations are of width 2
Figure 8. Mutations between Minkowski polynomials in bucket 8
Table 8. Laurent polynomials and selected mutations for bucket 8.
Node Laurent polynomial Mutations from Figure 8a
27 xy + x+ x
yz






, xyz + y + z, xy
xyz+y+z
)

























(b) All mutations are of width 2
Figure 9. Mutations between Minkowski polynomials in bucket 9
Table 9. Laurent polynomials and selected mutations for bucket 9.






















































































(a) A spanning tree consisting of width-2 mutations
5
24
(b) All mutations are of width 2
Figure 10. Mutations between Minkowski polynomials in bucket 10
Table 10. Laurent polynomials and selected mutations for bucket 10.
Node Laurent polynomial Mutations from Figure 10a



























(a) A spanning tree consisting of width-2 mutations
29 168
(b) All mutations are of width 2
Figure 11. Mutations between Minkowski polynomials in bucket 11
Table 11. Laurent polynomials and selected mutations for bucket 11.
Node Laurent polynomial Mutations from Figure 11a
29 x+ x
y
+ y + y
z



































(b) All mutations are of width 2
Figure 12. Mutations between Minkowski polynomials in bucket 12
Table 12. Laurent polynomials and selected mutations for bucket 12.
Node Laurent polynomial Mutations from Figure 12a


































































































Figure 13. Mutations between Minkowski polynomials in bucket 13
Table 13. Laurent polynomials and selected mutations for bucket 13.



















76 xz + x+ x
yz











































































Continued on next page
30
Table 13 – continued from previous page
Node Laurent polynomial Mutations from Figure 13a
611 x+ y + y
z






















































(a) A spanning tree consisting of width-2 mutations
20
28
(b) All mutations are of width 2
Figure 14. Mutations between Minkowski polynomials in bucket 14
Table 14. Laurent polynomials and selected mutations for bucket 14.












































Figure 15. Mutations between Minkowski polynomials in bucket 15
Table 15. Laurent polynomials and selected mutations for bucket 15.
Node Laurent polynomial Mutations from Figure 15a
21 x+ x
y










, z(y + 1)
)

















































(b) All mutations are of width 2
Figure 16. Mutations between Minkowski polynomials in bucket 16
Table 16. Laurent polynomials and selected mutations for bucket 16.
Node Laurent polynomial Mutations from Figure 16a
25 x+ x
z
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Table 16 – continued from previous page
Node Laurent polynomial Mutations from Figure 16a

























































































Figure 17. Mutations between Minkowski polynomials in bucket 17
Table 17. Laurent polynomials and selected mutations for bucket 17.
Node Laurent polynomial Mutations from Figure 17a
77 xz + x+ x
y





















































































































































Figure 18a. Selected width-2 mutations between Minkowski polynomials in bucket 18
37
Table 18. Laurent polynomials and selected mutations for bucket 18.
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Table 18 – continued from previous page
Node Laurent polynomial Mutations from Figure 18a



























































































































































Figure 19a. Selected width-2 mutations between Minkowski polynomials in bucket 19
41
Table 19. Laurent polynomials and selected mutations for bucket 19.
Node Laurent polynomial Mutations from Figure 19a
71 x+ x
z














































+ xz + x+ 2x
y





















































































































































































































Figure 20. Mutations between Minkowski polynomials in bucket 20
44
Table 20. Laurent polynomials and selected mutations for bucket 20.




























































































































































































































Figure 21a. Selected width-2 mutations between Minkowski polynomials in bucket 21
46
Table 21. Laurent polynomials and selected mutations for bucket 21.





























































































































































































































































































































Figure 22. Mutations between Minkowski polynomials in bucket 22
49
Table 22. Laurent polynomials and selected mutations for bucket 22.
















x, y, z(x+ 1)2
)
344 xz + x+ x
yz












, y, xz(x+ 1)
)






















































, z(x+ 1), y
x+1
)






























, y(z + 1)2, 1
xyz
)







































































































Bucket 23 consists of a single Laurent polynomial:





















Figure 24. Mutations between Minkowski polynomials in bucket 24
51
Table 24. Laurent polynomials and selected mutations for bucket 24.
Node Laurent polynomial Mutations from Figure 24a



























































, y(xz + 1)
)



































































Figure 25. Mutations between Minkowski polynomials in bucket 25
Table 25. Laurent polynomials and selected mutations for bucket 25.
Node Laurent polynomial Mutations from Figure 25a














































(a) A spanning tree consisting of width-2 mutations
16
45
(b) All mutations are of width 2
Figure 26. Mutations between Minkowski polynomials in bucket 26
Table 26. Laurent polynomials and selected mutations for bucket 26.
Node Laurent polynomial Mutations from Figure 26a








x, y + z, z
xy(y+z)
)


















Bucket 27 consists of a single Laurent polynomial:

















(a) A spanning tree consisting of width-2 mutations
30 52
81 166
(b) All mutations are of width 2
Figure 28. Mutations between Minkowski polynomials in bucket 28
Table 28. Laurent polynomials and selected mutations for bucket 28.
Node Laurent polynomial Mutations from Figure 28a
30 x+ x
z
























































y + z, x, xy
z(y+z)
)






























(b) All mutations are of width 2
Figure 29. Mutations between Minkowski polynomials in bucket 29
Table 29. Laurent polynomials and selected mutations for bucket 29.
Node Laurent polynomial Mutations from Figure 29a
60 x+ y + y
z





















84 xy + xy
z


































311: (x, y, z(y + 1))


















(a) A spanning tree consisting of width-2 mutations
576 179 59
(b) All mutations are of width 2
Figure 30. Mutations between Minkowski polynomials in bucket 30
Table 30. Laurent polynomials and selected mutations for bucket 30.
Node Laurent polynomial Mutations from Figure 30a










x, y + z, y
z
)
179 x+ y + y
z


























































Figure 31a. Selected width-2 mutations between Minkowski polynomials in bucket 31
58
Table 31. Laurent polynomials and selected mutations for bucket 31.
Node Laurent polynomial Mutations from Figure 31a































































169 x+ y + y
z










































































































































































































(b) All mutations are of width 2
Figure 32. Mutations between Minkowski polynomials in bucket 32
Table 32. Laurent polynomials and selected mutations for bucket 32.
Node Laurent polynomial Mutations from Figure 32a






































































































(b) All mutations are of width 2
Figure 33. Mutations between Minkowski polynomials in bucket 33
Table 33. Laurent polynomials and selected mutations for bucket 33.
Node Laurent polynomial Mutations from Figure 33a























































































(b) All mutations are of width 2
Figure 34. Mutations between Minkowski polynomials in bucket 34
63
Table 34. Laurent polynomials and selected mutations for bucket 34.
Node Laurent polynomial Mutations from Figure 34a
83 xy + x+ x
z






































































































































































Figure 35a. Selected width-2 mutations between Minkowski polynomials in bucket 35
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Table 35. Laurent polynomials and selected mutations for bucket 35.
Node Laurent polynomial Mutations from Figure 35a
19 x+ x
y




























+ y + y
z
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Table 35 – continued from previous page
Node Laurent polynomial Mutations from Figure 35a








































































































Figure 36. Mutations between Minkowski polynomials in bucket 36
69
Table 36. Laurent polynomials and selected mutations for bucket 36.
Node Laurent polynomial Mutations from Figure 36a


































































































































































Figure 37a. Selected width-2 mutations between Minkowski polynomials in bucket 37
71
Table 37. Laurent polynomials and selected mutations for bucket 37.
Node Laurent polynomial Mutations from Figure 37a




































































































390 x+ y + y
z
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Table 37 – continued from previous page
Node Laurent polynomial Mutations from Figure 37a


























































































































Figure 38a. Selected width-2 mutations between Minkowski polynomials in bucket 38
75
Table 38. Laurent polynomials and selected mutations for bucket 38.
Node Laurent polynomial Mutations from Figure 38a


















































































+ y + y
z


























x, y + z, y
xz(y+z)
)





































































































































x, z(y + 1)2, y
)
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Table 38 – continued from previous page
Node Laurent polynomial Mutations from Figure 38a









































































1040: (x, y, z(y + 1))
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Table 38 – continued from previous page
Node Laurent polynomial Mutations from Figure 38a


































































































































































































































Figure 39a. Selected width-2 mutations between Minkowski polynomials in bucket 39
80
Table 39. Laurent polynomials and selected mutations for bucket 39.
Node Laurent polynomial Mutations from Figure 39a

























































































210 x+ y + y
z























































































































































































Continued on next page
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Table 39 – continued from previous page
Node Laurent polynomial Mutations from Figure 39a







































































































































































































































































































































































Continued on next page
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Table 39 – continued from previous page
Node Laurent polynomial Mutations from Figure 39a





































































































Figure 40. Mutations between Minkowski polynomials in bucket 40
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Table 40. Laurent polynomials and selected mutations for bucket 40.
Node Laurent polynomial Mutations from Figure 40a




































































































































































































































































Figure 41a. Selected width-2 mutations between Minkowski polynomials in bucket 41
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Table 41. Laurent polynomials and selected mutations for bucket 41.
Node Laurent polynomial Mutations from Figure 41a
63 x+ x
y














212 xy + x+ x
z
































































































































































+ y + y
z
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Table 41 – continued from previous page
Node Laurent polynomial Mutations from Figure 41a



































































































































































x, y + z, z
y
)




























































































































































































































Figure 42a. Selected width-2 mutations between Minkowski polynomials in bucket 42
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Table 42. Laurent polynomials and selected mutations for bucket 42.
Node Laurent polynomial Mutations from Figure 42a
213 x+ x
y
+ y + y
z













323 x+ y + y
z









































































































418 x+ y + y
z
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Table 42 – continued from previous page
Node Laurent polynomial Mutations from Figure 42a
708 x+ y + y
z
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Table 42 – continued from previous page
Node Laurent polynomial Mutations from Figure 42a
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Table 42 – continued from previous page
Node Laurent polynomial Mutations from Figure 42a











































































































































































































































































































































































































Figure 43a. Selected width-2 mutations between Minkowski polynomials in bucket 43
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Table 43. Laurent polynomials and selected mutations for bucket 43.
Node Laurent polynomial Mutations from Figure 43a
176 x+ x
y










































































































































































































































































1027 x+ y + y
z
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Table 43 – continued from previous page
Node Laurent polynomial Mutations from Figure 43a







































































































































































































































































































































































Figure 44a. Selected width-2 mutations between Minkowski polynomials in bucket 44
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Table 44. Laurent polynomials and selected mutations for bucket 44.
Node Laurent polynomial Mutations from Figure 44a


































































































618 x+ y + y
z


































































































































































1035 x+ y + y
z
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Table 44 – continued from previous page
Node Laurent polynomial Mutations from Figure 44a

























1086 x+ y + y
z













































































































1411 x+ y + y
z























1492 x+ y + y
z



























































1851 x+ y + y
z
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Table 44 – continued from previous page
Node Laurent polynomial Mutations from Figure 44a







































































(b) All mutations are of width 2
Figure 45. Mutations between Minkowski polynomials in bucket 45
Table 45. Laurent polynomials and selected mutations for bucket 45.
Node Laurent polynomial Mutations from Figure 45a


































































































Figure 46. Mutations between Minkowski polynomials in bucket 46
Table 46. Laurent polynomials and selected mutations for bucket 46.
Node Laurent polynomial Mutations from Figure 46a










































































































(b) All mutations are of width 2
Figure 47. Mutations between Minkowski polynomials in bucket 47
Table 47. Laurent polynomials and selected mutations for bucket 47.
Node Laurent polynomial Mutations from Figure 47a













































































































Figure 48a. Selected width-2 mutations between Minkowski polynomials in bucket 48
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Table 48. Laurent polynomials and selected mutations for bucket 48.
Node Laurent polynomial Mutations from Figure 48a






























































































































































































































































Figure 49a. Selected width-2 mutations between Minkowski polynomials in bucket 49
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Table 49. Laurent polynomials and selected mutations for bucket 49.
Node Laurent polynomial Mutations from Figure 49a
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Table 49 – continued from previous page
Node Laurent polynomial Mutations from Figure 49a




































































Figure 49b. All mutations between Minkowski polynomials in bucket 49
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Bucket 50
Bucket 50 consists of a single Laurent polynomial:















The Newton polytope of f has reflexive ID 110.
Bucket 51
Bucket 51 consists of a single Laurent polynomial:



















(a) A spanning tree consisting of width-2 mutations
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(b) All mutations are of width 2
Figure 52. Mutations between Minkowski polynomials in bucket 52
Table 52. Laurent polynomials and selected mutations for bucket 52.
Node Laurent polynomial Mutations from Figure 52a

































































Figure 53. Mutations between Minkowski polynomials in bucket 53
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Table 53. Laurent polynomials and selected mutations for bucket 53.
Node Laurent polynomial Mutations from Figure 53a






















































x, y + z, z
y(y+z)
)








































































































































































































Figure 54a. Selected width-2 mutations between Minkowski polynomials in bucket 54
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Table 54. Laurent polynomials and selected mutations for bucket 54.
Node Laurent polynomial Mutations from Figure 54a








































































































x, y + z, z
xy
)
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Table 54 – continued from previous page
Node Laurent polynomial Mutations from Figure 54a



















































































































(b) All mutations are of width 2
Figure 55. Mutations between Minkowski polynomials in bucket 55
Table 55. Laurent polynomials and selected mutations for bucket 55.
Node Laurent polynomial Mutations from Figure 55a





















































































































(b) All mutations are of width 2
Figure 56. Mutations between Minkowski polynomials in bucket 56
Table 56. Laurent polynomials and selected mutations for bucket 56.
Node Laurent polynomial Mutations from Figure 56a
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Table 56 – continued from previous page
Node Laurent polynomial Mutations from Figure 56a



























































































Figure 57a. Selected width-2 mutations between Minkowski polynomials in bucket 57
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Table 57. Laurent polynomials and selected mutations for bucket 57.
Node Laurent polynomial Mutations from Figure 57a
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Table 57 – continued from previous page
Node Laurent polynomial Mutations from Figure 57a
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Table 57 – continued from previous page
Node Laurent polynomial Mutations from Figure 57a
















































































































































































































































































































































































Figure 58a. Selected width-2 mutations between Minkowski polynomials in bucket 58
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Table 58. Laurent polynomials and selected mutations for bucket 58.
Node Laurent polynomial Mutations from Figure 58a
163 x+ y + y
z

























































































388 x+ y + y
z
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Table 58 – continued from previous page
Node Laurent polynomial Mutations from Figure 58a
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Table 58 – continued from previous page
Node Laurent polynomial Mutations from Figure 58a































































































































































































































































































































Figure 59a. Selected width-2 mutations between Minkowski polynomials in bucket 59
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Table 59. Laurent polynomials and selected mutations for bucket 59.
Node Laurent polynomial Mutations from Figure 59a
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Table 59 – continued from previous page
Node Laurent polynomial Mutations from Figure 59a














































































































































































































































































Figure 59b. All mutations between Minkowski polynomials in bucket 59
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Bucket 60
Bucket 60 consists of a single Laurent polynomial:















The Newton polytope of f has reflexive ID 116.
Bucket 61
Bucket 61 consists of a single Laurent polynomial:




























(b) All mutations are of width 2
Figure 62. Mutations between Minkowski polynomials in bucket 62
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Table 62. Laurent polynomials and selected mutations for bucket 62.
Node Laurent polynomial Mutations from Figure 62a














































































































































































Figure 63. Mutations between Minkowski polynomials in bucket 63
Table 63. Laurent polynomials and selected mutations for bucket 63.
Node Laurent polynomial Mutations from Figure 63a
149 x+ y + y
z
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Table 63 – continued from previous page
Node Laurent polynomial Mutations from Figure 63a




















































































Figure 64a. Selected width-2 mutations between Minkowski polynomials in bucket 64
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Table 64. Laurent polynomials and selected mutations for bucket 64.
Node Laurent polynomial Mutations from Figure 64a
194 x+ y + y
z
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Table 64 – continued from previous page
Node Laurent polynomial Mutations from Figure 64a





































































































































































































































Figure 65a. Selected width-2 mutations between Minkowski polynomials in bucket 65
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Table 65. Laurent polynomials and selected mutations for bucket 65.
Node Laurent polynomial Mutations from Figure 65a
185 x+ x
y































































1092: (x, y(z + 1), z)
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Table 65 – continued from previous page
Node Laurent polynomial Mutations from Figure 65a

































































































































































































































Figure 66a. Selected width-2 mutations between Minkowski polynomials in bucket 66
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Table 66. Laurent polynomials and selected mutations for bucket 66.
Node Laurent polynomial Mutations from Figure 66a















































399 x+ y + y
z









































































































































































































































































































































































Figure 67a. Selected width-2 mutations between Minkowski polynomials in bucket 67
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Table 67. Laurent polynomials and selected mutations for bucket 67.
Node Laurent polynomial Mutations from Figure 67a
182 x+ x
yz







































371 x+ y + y
z
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Table 67 – continued from previous page
Node Laurent polynomial Mutations from Figure 67a
423 x+ x
y

































































564 x+ y + y
z















































































698 x+ y + y
z


















699 x+ y + y
z
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Table 67 – continued from previous page
Node Laurent polynomial Mutations from Figure 67a
712 x+ y + y
z
































































































x, y + z, z
y
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Table 67 – continued from previous page
Node Laurent polynomial Mutations from Figure 67a














































1066 x+ y + y
z
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Table 67 – continued from previous page
Node Laurent polynomial Mutations from Figure 67a
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Table 67 – continued from previous page
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Table 67 – continued from previous page
Node Laurent polynomial Mutations from Figure 67a
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Table 67 – continued from previous page
Node Laurent polynomial Mutations from Figure 67a

























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Figure 68a. Selected width-2 mutations between Minkowski polynomials in bucket 68
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Table 68. Laurent polynomials and selected mutations for bucket 68.
Node Laurent polynomial Mutations from Figure 68a
151 x+ x
z



































































































+ y + y
z



















































































































720 x+ y + y
z
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Table 68 – continued from previous page
Node Laurent polynomial Mutations from Figure 68a







































































































981 x+ y + y
z
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Table 68 – continued from previous page
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Table 68 – continued from previous page
Node Laurent polynomial Mutations from Figure 68a



































































































































Figure 69a. Selected width-2 mutations between Minkowski polynomials in bucket 69
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Table 69. Laurent polynomials and selected mutations for bucket 69.
Node Laurent polynomial Mutations from Figure 69a
373 x+ x
y












y + z, x, y
z
)
























414 xy + x+ x
z



































697 x+ y + y
z





























































729 x+ y + y
z
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Table 69 – continued from previous page
Node Laurent polynomial Mutations from Figure 69a
























































































































, y(z + 1)
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Table 69 – continued from previous page
Node Laurent polynomial Mutations from Figure 69a

























































































































































































































































1852 x+ y + y
z
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Table 69 – continued from previous page
Node Laurent polynomial Mutations from Figure 69a
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Table 69 – continued from previous page
Node Laurent polynomial Mutations from Figure 69a
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Table 69 – continued from previous page
Node Laurent polynomial Mutations from Figure 69a




































































































































































































































































































































Figure 70a. Selected width-2 mutations between Minkowski polynomials in bucket 70
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Table 70. Laurent polynomials and selected mutations for bucket 70.
Node Laurent polynomial Mutations from Figure 70a













































































































































































































777 x+ y + 2y
z
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Table 70 – continued from previous page
Node Laurent polynomial Mutations from Figure 70a





























977 x+ y + y
z














































































1524: (x, y, z(y + 1))
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Table 70 – continued from previous page
Node Laurent polynomial Mutations from Figure 70a



































































































































































































































1852 x+ y + y
z
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Table 70 – continued from previous page
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Node Laurent polynomial Mutations from Figure 70a
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Table 70 – continued from previous page
Node Laurent polynomial Mutations from Figure 70a

































































































































































































































































































































































Figure 71a. Selected width-2 mutations between Minkowski polynomials in bucket 71
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Table 71. Laurent polynomials and selected mutations for bucket 71.
Node Laurent polynomial Mutations from Figure 71a
117 x+ x
y


















+ y + y
z
































































































































































1239 x+ y + y
z
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Table 71 – continued from previous page
Node Laurent polynomial Mutations from Figure 71a















































































































Figure 72a. Selected width-2 mutations between Minkowski polynomials in bucket 72
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Table 72. Laurent polynomials and selected mutations for bucket 72.











































































































































































730 xy + xy
z
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Table 72 – continued from previous page
Node Laurent polynomial Mutations from Figure 72a
985 x+ x
y
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Table 72 – continued from previous page
Node Laurent polynomial Mutations from Figure 72a























































































































1477 x+ y + y
z








































































































1517 x+ y + y
z












































1714 x+ y + y
z
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Table 72 – continued from previous page
Node Laurent polynomial Mutations from Figure 72a




















































































































































































































































































































1865 x+ y + y
z
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Table 72 – continued from previous page
Node Laurent polynomial Mutations from Figure 72a
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Table 72 – continued from previous page
Node Laurent polynomial Mutations from Figure 72a




























































































































































































































2870 x+ y + y
z
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Table 72 – continued from previous page














































































































































































































































Figure 73a. Selected width-2 mutations between Minkowski polynomials in bucket 73
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Table 73. Laurent polynomials and selected mutations for bucket 73.
Node Laurent polynomial Mutations from Figure 73a
333 x+ x
yz








































































































































































































































1238 x+ y + y
z
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Table 73 – continued from previous page
Node Laurent polynomial Mutations from Figure 73a











































































































1606 x+ y + 2y
z






































































































































































2870 x+ y + y
z


























































































































Figure 74a. Selected width-2 mutations between Minkowski polynomials in bucket 74
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Table 74. Laurent polynomials and selected mutations for bucket 74.
Node Laurent polynomial Mutations from Figure 74a
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Table 74 – continued from previous page











































































































































































































































1876 x+ y + y
z
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Table 74 – continued from previous page





































































































2111 x+ y + y
z











































































































































































































































































































































































































Figure 75. Mutations between Minkowski polynomials in bucket 75
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Table 75. Laurent polynomials and selected mutations for bucket 75.
Node Laurent polynomial Mutations from Figure 75a






























, y + z
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434: (x, y(z + 1), yz(z + 1))





























































Figure 76a. Selected width-2 mutations between Minkowski polynomials in bucket 76
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Table 76. Laurent polynomials and selected mutations for bucket 76.
Node Laurent polynomial Mutations from Figure 76a












x+ y, z, x
y(x+y)
)

















































































219 x+ y + y
z
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Table 76 – continued from previous page
Node Laurent polynomial Mutations from Figure 76a



















































































Figure 77a. Selected width-2 mutations between Minkowski polynomials in bucket 77
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Table 77. Laurent polynomials and selected mutations for bucket 77.
Node Laurent polynomial Mutations from Figure 77a








































































































































































































































































































































Figure 78a. Selected width-2 mutations between Minkowski polynomials in bucket 78
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Table 78. Laurent polynomials and selected mutations for bucket 78.
Node Laurent polynomial Mutations from Figure 78a
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Table 78 – continued from previous page
Node Laurent polynomial Mutations from Figure 78a































































































857 x+ y + y
z
















































































1036 x+ y + y
z
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Table 78 – continued from previous page
Node Laurent polynomial Mutations from Figure 78a



















































































































































































































































































































































(b) All mutations are of width 2
Figure 79. Mutations between Minkowski polynomials in bucket 79
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Table 79. Laurent polynomials and selected mutations for bucket 79.
Node Laurent polynomial Mutations from Figure 79a
152 x+ x
y













































































































































































































































Figure 80a. Selected width-2 mutations between Minkowski polynomials in bucket 80
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Table 80. Laurent polynomials and selected mutations for bucket 80.
Node Laurent polynomial Mutations from Figure 80a
335 x+ x
y
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Table 80 – continued from previous page
Node Laurent polynomial Mutations from Figure 80a























































































Figure 81a. Selected width-2 mutations between Minkowski polynomials in bucket 81
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Table 81. Laurent polynomials and selected mutations for bucket 81.
Node Laurent polynomial Mutations from Figure 81a
406 x+ x
y

















































426 x+ y + y
z
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Table 81 – continued from previous page
Node Laurent polynomial Mutations from Figure 81a
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Table 81 – continued from previous page
Node Laurent polynomial Mutations from Figure 81a
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Table 81 – continued from previous page
Node Laurent polynomial Mutations from Figure 81a
























































































































Figure 82a. Selected width-2 mutations between Minkowski polynomials in bucket 82
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Table 82. Laurent polynomials and selected mutations for bucket 82.
Node Laurent polynomial Mutations from Figure 82a



















































































































































































































































































































































































Figure 83a. Selected width-2 mutations between Minkowski polynomials in bucket 83
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Table 83. Laurent polynomials and selected mutations for bucket 83.
Node Laurent polynomial Mutations from Figure 83a
350 x+ x
y
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Table 83 – continued from previous page
Node Laurent polynomial Mutations from Figure 83a
726 x+ x
y

















































































741 x+ y + y
z


















































































































1524: (x, y, z(y + 1))
1072 x+ x
y
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Table 83 – continued from previous page
Node Laurent polynomial Mutations from Figure 83a
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Table 83 – continued from previous page
Node Laurent polynomial Mutations from Figure 83a
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Table 83 – continued from previous page
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Table 83 – continued from previous page
Node Laurent polynomial Mutations from Figure 83a


































































































































































































































Figure 84a. Selected width-2 mutations between Minkowski polynomials in bucket 84
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Table 84. Laurent polynomials and selected mutations for bucket 84.
Node Laurent polynomial Mutations from Figure 84a
123 x+ x
yz












238 x+ y + 2y
z










































































































x, y + z, y
z(y+z)
)







































































































731 xz + x+ xz
y
+ y + y
z
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Table 84 – continued from previous page
Node Laurent polynomial Mutations from Figure 84a




































































































































































































1111 x+ y + y
z
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Table 84 – continued from previous page
Node Laurent polynomial Mutations from Figure 84a
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Table 84 – continued from previous page
Node Laurent polynomial Mutations from Figure 84a
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Table 84 – continued from previous page
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Table 84 – continued from previous page
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Table 84 – continued from previous page
































































































































































































































































































2532 x+ y + y
z
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Table 84 – continued from previous page
Node Laurent polynomial Mutations from Figure 84a
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Table 84 – continued from previous page
Node Laurent polynomial Mutations from Figure 84a
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Table 84 – continued from previous page
Node Laurent polynomial Mutations from Figure 84a
















































































































































































































Figure 85a. Selected width-2 mutations between Minkowski polynomials in bucket 85
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Table 85. Laurent polynomials and selected mutations for bucket 85.
Node Laurent polynomial Mutations from Figure 85a
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Table 85 – continued from previous page
Node Laurent polynomial Mutations from Figure 85a
738 xz + x+ y + y
z


































































































































1070 x+ y + y
z
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Table 85 – continued from previous page
Node Laurent polynomial Mutations from Figure 85a
1104 x+ x
y

































































1114 x+ y + y
z





















































































































































































































1477 x+ y + y
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Table 85 – continued from previous page
Node Laurent polynomial Mutations from Figure 85a





















































































































1517 x+ y + y
z
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Table 85 – continued from previous page
Node Laurent polynomial Mutations from Figure 85a
1828 x+ x
y


























1847 x+ y + y
z





























































1865 x+ y + y
z
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Table 85 – continued from previous page
Node Laurent polynomial Mutations from Figure 85a
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Table 85 – continued from previous page








































































































































































































































Figure 86a. Selected width-2 mutations between Minkowski polynomials in bucket 86
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Table 86. Laurent polynomials and selected mutations for bucket 86.
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Table 86 – continued from previous page
Node Laurent polynomial Mutations from Figure 86a






























































1345 xy + x+ y + y
z
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Table 86 – continued from previous page
Node Laurent polynomial Mutations from Figure 86a
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Figure 87a. Selected width-2 mutations between Minkowski polynomials in bucket 87
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Figure 88a. Selected width-2 mutations between Minkowski polynomials in bucket 88
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Figure 89a. Selected width-2 mutations between Minkowski polynomials in bucket 89
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Figure 89b. All mutations between Minkowski polynomials in bucket 89
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Bucket 90
Bucket 90 consists of a single Laurent polynomial:


















The Newton polytope of f has reflexive ID 279.
Bucket 91
Bucket 91 consists of a single Laurent polynomial:


















The Newton polytope of f has reflexive ID 268.
Bucket 92
Bucket 92 consists of a single Laurent polynomial:























(a) A spanning tree consisting of width-2 mutations
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(b) All mutations are of width 2
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Figure 95a. Selected width-2 mutations between Minkowski polynomials in bucket 95
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Bucket 96
Bucket 96 consists of a single Laurent polynomial:
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Figure 98. Mutations between Minkowski polynomials in bucket 98
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Table 98. Laurent polynomials and selected mutations for bucket 98.
























































































































































































































































































































Figure 99a. Selected width-2 mutations between Minkowski polynomials in bucket 99
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Figure 100a. Selected width-2 mutations between Minkowski polynomials in bucket 100
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Figure 101a. Selected width-2 mutations between Minkowski polynomials in bucket 101
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Figure 102a. Selected width-2 mutations between Minkowski polynomials in bucket 102
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Figure 103a. Selected width-2 mutations between Minkowski polynomials in bucket 103
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Figure 104a. Selected width-2 mutations between Minkowski polynomials in bucket 104
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Figure 105a. Selected width-2 mutations between Minkowski polynomials in bucket 105
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Figure 108a. Selected width-2 mutations between Minkowski polynomials in bucket 108
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Figure 109a. Selected width-2 mutations between Minkowski polynomials in bucket 109
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Figure 110a. Selected width-2 mutations between Minkowski polynomials in bucket 110
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Figure 111a. Selected width-2 mutations between Minkowski polynomials in bucket 111
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Figure 112a. Selected width-2 mutations between Minkowski polynomials in bucket 112
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Figure 113a. Selected width-2 mutations between Minkowski polynomials in bucket 113
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Figure 115a. Selected width-2 mutations between Minkowski polynomials in bucket 115
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Figure 116a. Selected width-2 mutations between Minkowski polynomials in bucket 116
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Figure 117a. Selected width-2 mutations between Minkowski polynomials in bucket 117
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Figure 118a. Selected width-2 mutations between Minkowski polynomials in bucket 118
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Figure 119a. Selected width-2 mutations between Minkowski polynomials in bucket 119
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Figure 120a. Selected width-2 mutations between Minkowski polynomials in bucket 120
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Figure 121a. Selected width-2 mutations between Minkowski polynomials in bucket 121
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Figure 122a. Selected width-2 mutations between Minkowski polynomials in bucket 122
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Figure 123. Mutations between Minkowski polynomials in bucket 123
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Figure 124a. Selected width-2 mutations between Minkowski polynomials in bucket 124
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Figure 124b. All mutations between Minkowski polynomials in bucket 124
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Bucket 125
Bucket 125 consists of a single Laurent polynomial:
f = xy2 +
xy2
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The Newton polytope of f has reflexive ID 457.
Bucket 126
Bucket 126 consists of a single Laurent polynomial:












The Newton polytope of f has reflexive ID 453.
Bucket 127
505816
(a) A spanning tree consisting of width-2 mutations
505816
(b) All mutations are of width 2
Figure 127. Mutations between Minkowski polynomials in bucket 127
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Figure 128a. Selected width-2 mutations between Minkowski polynomials in bucket 128
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Figure 128b. All mutations between Minkowski polynomials in bucket 128
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Bucket 129
Bucket 129 consists of a single Laurent polynomial:



















(a) A spanning tree consisting of width-2 mutations
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(b) All mutations are of width 2
Figure 130. Mutations between Minkowski polynomials in bucket 130
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Figure 131. Mutations between Minkowski polynomials in bucket 131
Table 131. Laurent polynomials and selected mutations for bucket 131.
Node Laurent polynomial Mutations from Figure 131a
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Figure 132a. Selected width-2 mutations between Minkowski polynomials in bucket 132
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Table 132. Laurent polynomials and selected mutations for bucket 132.
Node Laurent polynomial Mutations from Figure 132a
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Figure 133a. Selected width-2 mutations between Minkowski polynomials in bucket 133
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Table 133. Laurent polynomials and selected mutations for bucket 133.
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Figure 134a. Selected width-2 mutations between Minkowski polynomials in bucket 134
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Table 134. Laurent polynomials and selected mutations for bucket 134.
Node Laurent polynomial Mutations from Figure 134a
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Figure 135a. Selected width-2 mutations between Minkowski polynomials in bucket 135
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Table 135. Laurent polynomials and selected mutations for bucket 135.
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(b) All mutations are of width 2
Figure 136. Mutations between Minkowski polynomials in bucket 136
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Table 136. Laurent polynomials and selected mutations for bucket 136.
Node Laurent polynomial Mutations from Figure 136a








































































































































































































Figure 137a. Selected width-2 mutations between Minkowski polynomials in bucket 137
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Table 137. Laurent polynomials and selected mutations for bucket 137.
Node Laurent polynomial Mutations from Figure 137a
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Figure 138a. Selected width-2 mutations between Minkowski polynomials in bucket 138
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Table 138. Laurent polynomials and selected mutations for bucket 138.
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Figure 139a. Selected width-2 mutations between Minkowski polynomials in bucket 139
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Table 139. Laurent polynomials and selected mutations for bucket 139.
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Figure 139b. All mutations between Minkowski polynomials in bucket 139
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Bucket 140
Bucket 140 consists of a single Laurent polynomial:

































Figure 141a. Selected width-2 mutations between Minkowski polynomials in bucket 141
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Table 141. Laurent polynomials and selected mutations for bucket 141.
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Figure 142a. Selected width-2 mutations between Minkowski polynomials in bucket 142
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Figure 143a. Selected width-2 mutations between Minkowski polynomials in bucket 143
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Table 143. Laurent polynomials and selected mutations for bucket 143.
Node Laurent polynomial Mutations from Figure 143a
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Figure 144a. Selected width-2 mutations between Minkowski polynomials in bucket 144
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Table 144. Laurent polynomials and selected mutations for bucket 144.
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Figure 145a. Selected width-2 mutations between Minkowski polynomials in bucket 145
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Table 145. Laurent polynomials and selected mutations for bucket 145.
Node Laurent polynomial Mutations from Figure 145a
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(b) All mutations are of width 2
Figure 146. Mutations between Minkowski polynomials in bucket 146
Table 146. Laurent polynomials and selected mutations for bucket 146.
Node Laurent polynomial Mutations from Figure 146a




























































































































































































































































































Figure 147a. Selected width-2 and width-3 mutations between Minkowski polynomials in bucket 147
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Table 147. Laurent polynomials and selected mutations for bucket 147.
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Figure 147b. All mutations between Minkowski polynomials in bucket 147
648
Bucket 148
Any two Minkowski polynomials in bucket 148 are connected by a sequence of mutations, but it is not possible to insist that all of the Laurent
polynomials involved are Minkowski polynomials. The smallest number of additional Laurent polynomials that one needs to add in order to connect
up the bucket is two, and one can insist that both of these Laurent polynomials g, h have reflexive Newton polytopes. There are many possible choices
for g and h: one such choice, together with a collection of mutations that together connect any two Minkowski polynomials in bucket 148, is shown















































Figure 148. Selected width-2 and width-3 mutations that connect up Minkowski polynomials in bucket 148
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Table 148. Laurent polynomials and selected mutations for bucket 148.
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Node Laurent polynomial Mutations from Figure 148





















































































































































x+ y, z, yz
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Figure 149a. Selected width-2 mutations between Minkowski polynomials in bucket 149
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Table 149. Laurent polynomials and selected mutations for bucket 149.






























































, xy, x2y2z(y + 1)
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xy(y + 1), x(y + 1), y2z(y + 1)
)
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x(y + 1)2, yz(y + 1)2, z(y + 1)2
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Node Laurent polynomial Mutations from Figure 149a
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Node Laurent polynomial Mutations from Figure 149a
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4249 x3y2z2+2x2y2z+2x2yz2+2x2yz+ xy2+6xyz+2xy+ xz2+2xz+



















































































































































































































































































































































































Figure 150a. Selected width-2 and width-3 mutations between Minkowski polynomials in bucket 150
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Table 150. Laurent polynomials and selected mutations for bucket 150.




























































































































































































+ 3xy + 2xy
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Node Laurent polynomial Mutations from Figure 150a
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3845: (x, y(z + 1), z)
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3845: (xz(z + 1), x(z + 1), y(z + 1))
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3845: (xz(z + 1), x(z + 1), yz)
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x+ y, z, yz
x
)
4249 x3y2z2+2x2y2z+2x2yz2+2x2yz+ xy2+7xyz+2xy+ xz2+2xz+
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Figure 150b. All mutations between Minkowski polynomials in bucket 150
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Bucket 151
Bucket 151 consists of a single Laurent polynomial:
f = xy3 + 3xy2 + 3xy + x+
x
z












The Newton polytope of f has reflexive ID 771.
Bucket 152






















The Newton polytope of f has reflexive ID 770.
Bucket 153
Bucket 153 consists of a single Laurent polynomial:










































Figure 154a. Selected width-2 and width-3 mutations between Minkowski polynomials in bucket 154
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Table 154. Laurent polynomials and selected mutations for bucket 154.
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4249 x3y2z2+2x2y2z+2x2yz2+2x2yz+ xy2+8xyz+2xy+ xz2+2xz+







































































Figure 154b. All mutations between Minkowski polynomials in bucket 154
685
Bucket 155
Bucket 155 consists of a single Laurent polynomial:















The Newton polytope of f has reflexive ID 769.
Bucket 156
Bucket 156 consists of a single Laurent polynomial:

























(a) A spanning tree consisting of width-2 mutations
2791
2570
(b) All mutations are of width 2
Figure 157. Mutations between Minkowski polynomials in bucket 157
Table 157. Laurent polynomials and selected mutations for bucket 157.









































































Figure 158. Mutations between Minkowski polynomials in bucket 158
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Table 158. Laurent polynomials and selected mutations for bucket 158.
















+ 3xy + 4xy
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Bucket 159 consists of a single Laurent polynomial:













































































Figure 160a. Selected width-2 and width-3 mutations between Minkowski polynomials in bucket 160
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Table 160. Laurent polynomials and selected mutations for bucket 160.




+ xy2 + 4xy
2
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, xy, z(y + 1)
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Node Laurent polynomial Mutations from Figure 160a


















































































































































































































































yz(z + 1), xz
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Node Laurent polynomial Mutations from Figure 160a























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Figure 160b. All mutations between Minkowski polynomials in bucket 160
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Bucket 161
Any two Minkowski polynomials in bucket 161 are connected by a sequence of mutations, but it is not possible to insist that all of the Laurent
polynomials involved are Minkowski polynomials. The smallest number of additional Laurent polynomials that one needs to add in order to connect
up the bucket is two, and one can insist that both of these Laurent polynomials g, h have reflexive Newton polytopes. There is a unique choice of such
g and h: this is shown, together with a collection of mutations that together connect any two Minkowski polynomials in bucket 161, in Figure 161 and








Figure 161. Selected width-2 mutations that connect up Minkowski polynomials in bucket 161
Table 161. Laurent polynomials and selected mutations for bucket 161.
Node Laurent polynomial Mutations from Figure 161
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Bucket 162 consists of a single Laurent polynomial:

































































Figure 163a. Selected width-2 and width-3 mutations between Minkowski polynomials in bucket 163
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Table 163. Laurent polynomials and selected mutations for bucket 163.
Node Laurent polynomial Mutations from Figure 163a
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x(y + 1)2, xy(y + 1)2, 1
x2y2z(y+1)2
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Node Laurent polynomial Mutations from Figure 163a
4313 xy2z4 + 4xy2z3 + 6xy2z2 + 4xy2z + xy2 + 2xyz2 + 4xyz + 2xy + x+




























































































































4315 xy2z4 + 4xy2z3 + 6xy2z2 + 4xy2z + xy2 + 2xyz2 + 4xyz + 2xy + x+
4yz3 + 16yz2 + 24yz + 16y + 4y
z






































































































Figure 164. Mutations between Minkowski polynomials in bucket 164
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Table 164. Laurent polynomials and selected mutations for bucket 164.
Node Laurent polynomial Mutations from Figure 164a
4282 xy3 + 3xy2z + 3xy2 + 3xyz2 + 6xyz + 3xy + xz3 + 3xz2 + 3xz + x+




























































4284 xy3 + 3xy2z + 3xy2 + 3xyz2 + 6xyz + 3xy + xz3 + 3xz2 + 3xz + x+
3y2
z
+ 9y + 6y
z
































































































































































4297 xy2 + 2xyz + 2xy + xz2 + 2xz + x+ 2y
2
z
+ 6y + 6y
z
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Bucket 165 consists of a single Laurent polynomial:



















































The Newton polytope of f has reflexive ID 4312.
